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Introduction
The research dataset was collected from Kaggle.com, which is a data publication website for data science research and contests, and it was originally compiled by TMDb (The Movie Database API).

The original data has 4803 observations with 23 variables. Important variables include movie names, their release years, production companies, popularity, their budgets, revenues, vote averages, vote counts, genres, casting information, etc. My research only used some of the numerical variables as the explanatory/predictor variables.

My goal of the research is to analyze what predictors contribute to high profit/profit rate and predict the profit/profit rate based on the information got.

My hypothesis for the research are: 1) there are some correlations between profit/profit rate & some or all of the predictors in the dataset; different predictors contribute differently to the profit/profit rate; the profit/profit rate are predictable by the predictors.

Research Method & Steps
My research process followed three steps: 1) data overview through visualizing data on Tableau; 2) data preparing & cleaning through R; 3) building clustering and predictive statistical & machine learning models through R, including:
(a) using simple linear regression for getting predictive information;
(b) building a k-means model as the clustering tool;
(c) predicting by a neural network model using the following machine learning steps:
(1) preparing data,
(2) training a model on the data,
(3) evaluating model performance
(4) improving model performance.

Conclusions & limitations of this research was stated followed by the research results.

Results

- (Partial)Overview & Visualization by Tableau(Figure 1)

- Data Cleaning Process via R:
  - Check if unusual values exist by sorting the variables in ascending order under the logic that zero values are missing values;
  - replaced missing values with the mean values of that variable;
  - applied the above data cleaning steps to budget, revenue, popularity, run time, vote average & vote count;
  - generated two new variables to the dataset: 1) Profit=Revenue-Budget, 2) Profit Rate=Profit/Budget.

- Linear regression model information(Figure 2-3)
  - Population & vote-rate all had positive influence to profit and the three predictors together explained about 38% of all the influences; however, when it turns to profit rate, only budget generated some significant negative influences on the profit, which only explained about 0.13% of all the influences.

- K-means clustering model and its Result (Figure 4)
  - The Interpretation of R results in Figure 4:
    - I used a z-standardization method to make all the variables numbers not far from 0, which is their standardized mean values. The more positive they are, the more they are from the mean; the more negative they are, the less they are from the mean.
    - With my settings of k=4, the model clustered the movies into four groups: Group 1 had the highest reputation (vote average), budget, profit and good popularity, but with comparatively low profit rate; Group 2 was the winner in terms the profit rate and reputation, but it had the lowest (both below budget and profit); Group 3 was the loser group with everything below average; Group 4 had every other variables in the middle (ranked either 2 or 3 out of 4 groups) but had the lowest profit rate.
    - In other words, from a viewer’s point of view, the high profit/return rate is mainly associated to low budget but not high revenue; and although good reputations of the movies are associated with high profits, it is also very likely to have a negative effect on the profit rate due to their high budgets.

- Prediction based on the Neural Network Model (Figure 5)
  - The Interpretation of R results in Figure 5:
    - This neural network model suggested a moderate towards strong correlation in predicting profit by budget, popularity and vote average. But the same three predictors failed to predict profit rate, which matched the information gain from linear regression model and k-means model.

Conclusions & Limitations

- Movies with high budgets are more likely to bonded with high profit and high reputation/vote scores, but it could also increase the risk of getting low profit rate because of the comparatively high cost or budget invested in the movies.
- Profit rate might not be the only goal every movie makers want to reach, it could be possible that they value reputation more, which is not the focus of this research.
- Since all the categorical variables or factors are in ISDN forms, I was not able to clean the data in that sense. In other words, since the numerical predictors can only say no more than 38% of the associations, more predictable information that the categorical variables like genres, production companies and casting/staffing may offer was not analyzed in my models.
- Not all of the data was collected accurately due to the limitation of TMDb data collecting process, which would also make the analysis and prediction less accurate.
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